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Stocks loose momentum, warning of a possible serious decline. Tbonds bottoming. Swiss Franc
tests support. Gold stays in cellar. Wheat in rallies off historic low. World markets topping to
mixed. Is 1999 like 1987? Mind control via HemiSynch. The great eclipses of 1999.
STOCKS

Stocks made a high July 16th and have since
dropped sharply. I do not believe that this is the high
for the year. I expect that to come in August after the
eclipses.
The long term chart shows a possible complete Chaos
Clamshell. However this clamshell is a “bottom-up” type
clamshell, which makes it very hard to determine the end
point.
The near term chart shows a possibly complete Chaos
Clamshell up from the October low. However, the
SP3.XGO energy forecast shows continued strength into
late August. After that it drops fairly sharply into November. We, therefore, are expecting an August retest of the
July high. This retest should reach either .786 or 1.27 retrace of the late July decline.
There are two eclipses in the near term. The lunar
eclipse is July 28th and the solar eclipse is August 11th.
These are discussed in more detail later.
Historically it has been dangerous to hold stocks in the
period between August and October. We, therefore, continue to recommend that investors stay out of stocks until
early November. The period between September 3rd
and October 22nd could be very volatile as a number of
cycles converge.

This letter is written by Dr. Hans Hannula, full time trader, PhD (Electrical and Computer Engineering), RSA, CTA. It incorporates his
original scientific research into market chaos, its causes, patterns, and trading techniques. The Chaos Clamshell shown is the unclassified version of the confidential Hannula Market Fractal, which is taught in his Cash In On Chaos course. Hotline updates to
this letter are give at 7 PM Eastern, 1-900-776-7272, $2 per minute for 2-3 minutes,$6-8 total. See page seven for more details.

IBM

For stocks or commodities not covered in this
newsletter or on the
hotline, you can
the cycles and
The near term chart shows a possible complete up Chaos Clamshell. The ZD72 cycle has given track
trade the Chaos
a sell signal. But the 72 day XGO energy shows a rally up into early September. So it appears
Clamshells using
that IBM will retest its highs in late August to early September. At that time it may be a good short the Trading System Toolkit.
candidate.

IBM dropped sharply from its July high. This is possibly the completion of a multi-year Chaos
Clamshell shown on the long term chart. Again, this CC is a “bottom-up” type, making it hard to
determine the top.

ECONOMY/RATES
The Federal Reserve has increased rates
slightly. The initial reaction to this increase
was a buying spree. When that buying spree
ran its course, stocks dropped sharply. I
expect that this will cause a refocusing of
attention on corporate earnings. Any stock
that incurs a negative earning surprise will be
met with quick liquidation. So we have the
conditions set up for some volatile market
moves over the next three months.
The economy continues to do well. While
there are pockets or weakness, most industry
groups are enjoying a very good year.
Inflation remains low and jobs are plentiful. It
is hard to remember a time when the
economy looked so good. That in itself is a
warning sign.
However, if one looks beyond the US
economy, one sees hope that the world economy is beginning a sustained upturn. This comes at an unusual time
when the US stock market is fully priced. Markets in developing countries and Europe are not as well priced, and
will therefore be more attractive to capital over the next year. Interestingly enough, although interest rates seem to
be headed modestly higher, Tbonds are near a cyclic low.
No man ever achieved
worth-while success who did
There are only 5 months before the Y2K problem (farce?) is behind us. Whatever
fears and anxieties people have about the new millennium should be played out by not, at one time or other, find
himself with at least one foot
then. I personally do not believe that we will have major world turmoil, massive
computer failures, or economic chaos. I believe that once January 2000 passes, hanging well over the brink of
that we will see a spectacular bull run in stocks. The best piece I’ve seen on Y2K failure.
Napoleon Hill
is the Raid comercial.
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TBONDS

Tbonds have continued to decline but may be nearing a buying
opportunity. The long term chart shows that the ZD720 cycle is BUY READY.
This means that investors and long term traders should start watching for a
buying opportunity. One technique would be to place a buy stop at 118.
The near term chart shows a possible down Chaos Clamshell from the 1998
high. This CC looks to have one more down-thrust coming. The ZD180 cycle is
BUY READY. This cycle tracks the Saturn-Node heliocentric cycle. That cycle
reaches the 90 degree point September 3rd. That should be a good buying
opportunity.

Failure is success if we learn
from it.
Malcolm Forbes

GOLD

Gold remains in the cellar. After breaking the 270 level it has declined to the 240-250 support area. However it
has shown no rally energy so far. The ZD540 cycle gave a sell as the long term support level was broken.
The near term chart gives a somewhat more optimistic view. The down Chaos Clamshell appears to be in its final
move 7 to the downside. The XGO energy cycle turns up sharply in August. So gold looks like it is setting up to rally
off of these historic lows. That rally should at least return gold to the 270-280 area. A break through this level would
indicate a possible bull market in gold.
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SWISS FRANC

The Swiss Franc declined to the 64 level and then rallied sharply. As
shown on the long term chart, this has been a support level over the past 12
years. The long term chart shows an up CC and a down CC. It appears that
move 3 in this down CC may have ended. If so the Swissy may congest
sideways or rally modestly during move 4.
The near term chart shows that this bounce off of 64 is nearing an end. The
XGO energy shows a low in late August and another rally up into late
September.

Don’t be afraid to fail. Don’t waste
energy trying to cover up failure.
Learn from your failures and go on to
the next challenge. It’s OK. If you’re
not failing, you’re not growing.
H. Stanley Judd

WHEAT

Wheat has retested the long term support level of 240. When that level was touched, prices
bounced 20 cents quickly. The long term chart shows the convergence of the long term
support level and the near term resistance line. There is also a relatively well formed down
Chaos Clamshell. Further, if one looks back 12 years one sees a ZD540 pattern nearly
identical to the present one. This all suggests that wheat is about to rally sharply.
The near term chart shows a shorter term support-resistance triangle. Prices have passed the
apex of that triangle. The XGO energy is up in August but shows a pullback in September, into
an October low. We will watch that pullback closely for a second buying opportunity. Traders
are currently long. Check the hotline for updates.
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George Bayer wrote
about trading wheat
using Mercury, Saturn
and Jupiter. You can
learn to find astrocycles with the aid of the
Trader’s Ephemeris
and the Finding Astrocycles video-JUST
$99.
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WORLD MARKETS

The Japanese market had a nice rally going and then
took a sharp two day drop. This came as the ZD72
cycle gave a sell signal. But it appears that this is just
move 6 in an up CC. The XGO energy is up into
October.
The British market looks to have completed an up Chaos
Clamshell. It shows an energy high in August and
another in November.
The Australian market also looks to be completing an up
Chaos Clamshell. Its ZD180 cycle is SELL READY.

CHAOS CLASSROOM Over 450 years ago the French sear
Nostradamus wrote,
“In the year 1999 and seven months
From the sky will come a great and terrible King
Who will revive the great King of the Angoumois,
Before and after his coming war will rule at full blast.”
This and many other writings of Nostradamus have fueled many
interpretations and much speculation about the meaning of the 2 eclipses of
1999. Interpretations range from the end of the world to the dawning of the
golden age, and every thing in between.
It is clear that these 2 eclipses are already having an effect on the market.
The ephemeris wheels at the right show the lunar eclipse of July 28th and
the solar eclipse of August 11th. Both of these are occurring with major
planetary alignments. These alignments are forming a pattern called a
Grand Cross. That Grand Cross is aligned with the S&P 500 natal Jupiter,
Mercury, and Sun. It has already set key price points at 1428 and 1356.
Those prices are very close to the high and the low of the most recent
decline.
In addition to these 2 eclipses, the full Moon of August 26th should be a
significant point in market prices. That is 12 years and 1 day from the
August 1987 high. Watch all markets carefully in that time frame.
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ASTROPHYSICS AND CHAOS THEORY
So far in this newsletter I have
mentioned the 12 year cycle several
times. It is showing up in a number of
markets. The 12 year cycle is the Jupiter
cycle. So we are at a point where Jupiter is
near where it was 12 years ago. The
importance of Jupiter is that it attracts a
major portion of the ionized particles
flowing from the Sun. So one would
naturally watch a point 12 years ago when
looking for major energy disruptions.
The chart at the right shows the S&P 500
from 1987 overlaid on the S&P for 1999.
As you can see if we rally up into an August
high we will have set up a possible sharp
decline into early November.
This particular forward projection of prices
indicates that we may see a rally to about
1449. Readers of my website are familiar with that price level. It is set by Jupiter and Saturn.
There are several cycles occurring between late August and early December. August 22nd Mercury opposes Pluto,
the Moon conjoins Mars, and Venus conjoins Earth heliocentrically. October 4th Mercury conjoins Pluto as Moon
conjoins the Node, and Venus conjoins Saturn. Finally, October 22nd Earth conjoins Jupiter. So there are plenty of
cycles to cause chaos. This is good reason to stay out of stocks until November.
ENERGY

Every one would like to believe that they are in control of
their mind. Experienced traders know that this is not entirely true.
Many have experienced a shift in their state of mind when day trading. This
has been reported by Van Tharp and others. I recently experienced such a
shift, causing me to return to an earlier search for mind control techniques.
In a course given by Mark Douglas, I had encountered a mind control
technology called Hemi-Sync. This is a technique invented by Robert Monroe,
founder of the Monroe Institute. This technique uses carefully controlled sound
played into the separate ear pieces of a stereo headset. The sound is
controlled in such a way that brain wave patterns are produced by the
difference of the tones in each ear. With this patented technique, Hemi-Sync
can control brain wave patterns. To further research the use Hemi-Sync for
traders, I purchased several of the audio tapes available from the Monroe
Institute.
These tapes are like nothing I have experienced before. They do not teach
you how to establish a state of mind. Tthey just put you there. I have found
the following tapes particularly useful for traders: 1) Catnapper, 2) Eight-Great,
3) Let Go, 4) Attention, 5) Concentration, and 6) Transcendence. Each of
these tapes is about $15. You can find them on the web at
www.monroe-inst.com. I get nothing for recommending these tapes, but I think
you will find them useful.
The figures at the right show the effect of the tapes on brain activity. A shows
disorganized brain activity before using a tape. B shows very organized brain
activity (note symmetry) after using the tape. I went so far as to look up the
patents on this technique. As an inventor, I found them awesome.
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

One of the most
embarrassing things that can
happen to the writer of a newsletter is to make a big trading
blunder. I did that in March. Anyone who has traded for many
years knows that this will happen. When that happens, it is the
response to the error that matters. My error was in not pressing
my stop tightly on one particular day, on a large position. Such
an error does not mean that one needs to make any major
changes in their approach. In fact, the opposite is often true.
One lesson of Quality Process Management (which I used to
teach) is not to over-react to process outcome data. When the
data indicates a problem, one analyses the process for the root
cause, and then makes a careful, small adjustment to the
process. That is what I did in my position trading. We simply
adjusted our stop and sizing parameters, and managed to
regain our upward momentum. See the Track Record chart at
the right.
On other matters; we have made numerous improvements to
our website this month, including a chat server and a secure
Foggers Room. We are working hard to add security and online
credit card clearing to our website. Visit it at
www.cashinonchaos.com/hans to see what we have
changed.

PEOPLE AND HAPPENINGS
It’s summer time and pretty quiet. We have had many
emails and several interesting discussions on the chat line but
it seems like many people are taking some time off. Be sure
not to overdo that, because these can be dangerous times for
investors and traders alike.
We continue to get many inquiries about our One-A-Day
Trading methodology. It is based upon making one very
controlled trade each day in the S&P. It uses a Trail In-Trail
Out technique. This results in some small losses, some small
gains, and some big gains, but never a big loss. Over time that
builds a nice equity curve.
We have enjoyed camping in the Rockies twice so far, with 3
more trips planned. However, we envy the client who told us
he was taking a 2 month long camping trip in the Rockies.
How nice that must be.
Enjoy your summer. See you next month.
We did purge addresses last month. If this is a sample
newsletter, you will stay on our list until purged. The date after your name tells you the last month you will receive
unless you renew. Renewals are $240/year. Renew now. I do take 3 month and 6 month renewals as well. Just
pro-rate the cost. Call 303-452-5566 with your renewal. Visa and Mastercard taken.
The Cash In On Chaos Newsletter (formerly the Market AstroPhysics Newsletter) is published 12 times per year, between the 1st
and the 25th of the month. Subscriptions are $250 per year or $300 to include subscription to the AstroDow and Astropoint timing
service. We may or may not hold securities mentioned. Sources of information are believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed.
Opinions and recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated investors are aware of the risks involved.
Past success is no guarantee of future success. Simulated trading results may over or understate actual results. MAP Newsletter is
written and published by Dr. Hans Hannula, PhD, RSA, CTA. 303-452-5566., fax 303-457-9871 MicroMedia (The Chaos Mint) , Box
33071, Northglenn, CO 80233. Mastercard , Visa accepted. Hotline number 1-900-776-7272. $2 / minute for 2 to 4 minutes.
Access from non-900 areas can be arranged by calling 303 224 4441.
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Your Electric Life, Science for a New Age
by Dr. Al Lason, Ph.D. (aka Dr. Hans Hannula)

Whether you realize it or not, you are being
strongly influenced by a very powerful electrical
force - the earths electric field. This field
produces currents through your body that are
250,000 times as strong as the currents that run
your brain. Recognition of this fact, research, and
experimentation have led former Bell Labs
engineer and scientist Al Larson to a series of
insights into many previously unexplained
phenomena. His findings cover a wide range of
topics, such as dowsing, the human aura,
consciousness, bio-circuits, Feng Shui, natal
astrology, stock markets, remote viewing, energy
field medicine, de ja vu, dreams, and religious
experiences. His own discovery of sudden
impulses *shows how we are all connected by
the field in a Cosmic Internet*. Al provides a
rational explanation of how these phenomena
work through the earths electric field, along with
guidance of how this knowledge can be used to
improve your own life. Do not miss this clear,
concise, convincing explanation of how things
work.

Just $18 + $2 shipping and handling
US/Canada
Call 303 452 5566.
Mastercard/Visa accepted.

XGO CHARTS
XGO CHARTS FOR ANY MARKET OR PERSON.
NEED DATE OF FIRST TRADE OR DATE OF
BIRTH. I HAVE DATA FOR MOST STOCKS AND
ALL COMMODITIES. CAN DO FOR ANYTHING
OR ANYONE ELSE IF YOU KNOW DATE.
$36. ENERGY CHARGING KIT ..
..............$72
CONCENTRATION HEADBAND
.............$36
ENERGY TRAPS FOR SCREENS .......4 FOR $20
TRADER’S ENERGY PACKAGE-CHARGING
KIT,HEADBAND, 8 TRAPS - SAVE $28...........$120.
2 = AstroDow2 3= AstroDow3 4=AstroDow4
P=AstroPoint extreme
F=Full moon N= New Moon
M = Mercury Lunar Chaos
V= Venus Lunar Chaos

GRAND CROSS SPECIAL
Take 20% off of any Jumbo package. Good until August
31, 1999.
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